Passwordless is the most secure method of authentication today, aiming to eliminate the dependence on passwords as well as the risks of password attacks.

VinCSS FIDO2® Touch 1 works quickly and effectively when logging onto online accounts without passwords, OTP codes or other authenticator apps; providing strong, safe and convenient authentication experience for users.

VinCSS FIDO2® Touch 1 is the first Vietnamese product to achieve the international FIDO2 certification issued by FIDO Alliance.
Mini size, convenient.

Login with only one touch.

No installation, no charger or battery required.

The key requires direct interaction, and can not be remotely hacked.

Unlimited number of registered accounts per key in case of two-factor authentication, and 50 accounts in case of passwordless authentication.

The key only has the function of authentication, does not store and share personal information, ensuring user privacy.

Hardware is designed to protect the data in the key, and cannot be read from hacker or physically intercepted to extract information.

- Size: 48x12x4mm.
- Material: metal with antioxidant color anode, plastic lid.
- Color: black/red/gold.
- Made in Vietnam.
- Connection port: USB type A.
- Integration with identity and access management platforms: AWS (IAM), Google, Microsoft Azure AD, Centrify and more...
- Protocol supported: WebAuthn, CTAP (Client-to-Authenticator Protocol), FIDO Universal 2nd Factor (U2F).
- Operating systems supported: Windows, macOS, iOS, iPadOS, Linux, Android.
- Web browser supported: Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge and Apple Safari.
- Authentication method: passwordless, two-factor and multi-factor.

VinCSS - A member of FIDO ALLIANCE

VinCSS Internet Security Services LLC.
16th Floor, Vincom Center, 45A Ly Tu Trong Str., District 1, HCMC
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